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MOST POPULAR CHUCK 
ACCESSORIES  
SKU 6033

Smart Tools, Powerful Solutions

Retail Price
Weight
Dimensions

AVAILABLE 4th Quarter 2015

$159.99
4lbs
9.5”x9.5”x2.25”

DEALER INFORMATION

Fits on any NOVA Chuck*: Same jaw fixing system across all NOVA 
Chuck models - total system interchangeability & maximum flexibility for you.
Special NOVA wood turning dovetail profile: Designed specifically 
for maximum strength & holding in wood turning, without crushing the wood fibers.
Holds in both the contraction & expansion modes: Super 
Easy, Super Convenient.
Precisely Machined: From a single solid piece of 1045 high tensile steel 
for precise closing, durability, & long life.
Quick Mounting: Using your NOVA Chuck Fastenings (set included)
Full Replacement 2-year NOVA Warranty
(*Infinity will require additional retro fit kit accessory)

POPULAR CHUCK
ACCESSORIES:
The Most popular NOVA 
chuck accessories in one 
handy bundle
High margin accessory items
Attractive, eye catching 
packaging
Ability to customize packages 
(subject to MOQs)

Specifications:
1x JS25N 25mm/1” NOVA Chuck Accessory Jaw Set
1x JS100N 100mm/4” NOVA Chuck Accessory Jaw Set
1x JSCOLE NOVA Chuck Accessory Cole Jaw Set
1x CJFK Cole Jaw Fastening Kit
1x Instruction Manual
1x SSK NOVA Chuck Fastenings

Standard Equipment:
JS25N: One of our most popular and 
convenient jaws for small bowl and small 
unsupported spigot turning work. Ideal for 
mini/midi lathe work.
JS100N: Designed for expanded 
dovetail, reverse dovetail for gripping 
footed bowls. One of our most popular 
jaws to mount 12”-14” bowls.
JSCOLE: A versatile set designed for 
re-chucking of bowls to remove chuck 
marks, add decoration or to reshape the 
bottoms of bowls that have already been 
turned. Standard Cole Jaws are suitable 
for lathes with a minimum 12”/300mm 
swing diameter.

NOVA’s most popular Chuck 
Accessories in one easy and 
convenient bundle. Grab and 
Go – these chuck accessories 
are the most popular in NOVA’s 
line up. Contains 25mm/1”Jaws, 
100mm/4” Jaws, Standard/10” 
Cole Jaws to take you from 
holding small work (less than 
1/2”) to larger work ( to 14”) and 
re-finishing bottom of bowls.


